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Abstract. Law article prediction is a crucial subtask in the research of legal 

judgments, aiming at finding out the adaptable article for cases based on crimi-

nal case facts and relevant legal provisions. Criminal case facts usually contain 

a lot of numerical data, which have an essential impact on law article predict-

ing. However, existing charge prediction models are insensitive to the size of 

numbers such as money and age, and lack of special analysis and processing for 

these data. Moreover, the models currently applied to legal judgment still can-

not effectively acquire long-distance dependencies of legal texts. In response to 

this, we propose an automatic law article prediction model based on Deep Pyr-

amid Convolutional Neural Networks (DPCNN) with data preprocessing. Ex-

perimental results on three different datasets show that our proposed method 

achieves significant improvements than other state-of-the-art baselines. Specifi-

cally, ablation test demonstrate the validity of data preprocessing in law article 

prediction. 

Keywords: Law article prediction, Legal judgments, Data discretization, 

DPCNN. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, China's judicial institutions at all levels have entered the construction 

period of intelligent courts. In 2018, the Chinese AI and Law challenge (CAIL2018) 

further promoted the leap-forward development of judicial informatization to intellec-

tualization. At present, intelligent judicial services are roughly divided into three lev-

els: (1) Assist in some simple, mechanical and repetitive tasks, such as optical charac-

ter recognition and legal text generation. (2) Learn decision-making rules to assist the 

legal judgment, such as recommendation of similar cases and legal document verifica-

tion. (3) Carry out judicial-related services for the people’s convenience, such as legal 

consultation, and intelligent legal judgment. In these legal services, auxiliary and 

intelligent legal judgments have been widely concentrated by many research institu-

tions. 

As a promising application in intelligent judicial services, automatic legal judg-

ment prediction has been studied for decades. Initially, most of the relevant research-
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ers used mathematical and statistical methods to conduct the task. Under the impact of 

machine learning, afterward most scholars tried to extract textual features from legal 

texts and predict legal judgment decisions. With the development of deep learning 

technology, most of the mainstream methods of legal judgment prediction focused on 

using a variety of neural network models, and the corresponding experimental results 

have greatly improved. 

Law article prediction is a crucial subtask in the study of intelligent legal judg-

ments. It aims to use case facts and related legal provisions to predict the applicable 

law article for cases, the main challenges in current research include:(1) A lot of nu-

merical data involving money and age appear in criminal case facts, and the existing 

prediction models cannot effectively acquire their true meaning. (2) Long-distance 

dependencies between the features exist in criminal judgments, and the existing law 

article prediction models cannot catch the dependency relations well. 

To help address these issues, we preprocess the numerical data (including money, 

age, etc.) in case facts of the criminal judgments, and introduce the processed data 

into DPCNN model that can effectively acquire text long-distance dependencies [1]. 

The general process is shown in Figure 1. Among them, the input of the model is case 

facts, the output is law article number, and the detailed structure of the DPCNN mod-

el is partly omitted.  

From June to September 2016, 

the defendant LongMou (32 

years old) used the method of 

fabricating facts to cheat other 

people's property for many 

times. The value is RMB 28902 

yuan, which is used for personal 

expenses. (1) the defendant 

induced the victim to be a 

government official and cheated 

RMB 8500 yuan. (2) the 

defendant used of the above-

mentioned means to take the 

opportunity to drive the victim's 

car away. The stolen car is 

valued at RMB 11490 yuan.

age

long-distance 

dependence

money

discretization

From June to September 2016, 

the defendant LongMou 

(age_big_18) used the method of 

fabricating facts to cheat other 

people's property for many times. 

The value is money_leve l_7 , 

which is used for personal 

expenses. (1) the defendant 

induced the victim to be a 

government official and cheated 

m o n e y _ l e v e l _ 5 . (2) the 

defendant used of the above-

mentioned means to take the 

opportunity to drive the victim's 

car away. The stolen car is 

valued at money_level_6.

…

…
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…

264
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Loop blocks

…

DPCNN model

Legal case fact

…

 

Fig. 1. Law article prediction process. 

Contributions. Our contributions are the following: 

(1) Combining with relevant law article, legal interpretation documents and crimi-

nal judgments, we construct the data discretization pattern to preprocess the numerical 

data in the case facts. 

(2) According to the particularity of the law article prediction and the long-distance 

dependencies of the legal texts, we apply the data discretization to DPCNN for law 

article prediction. 

(3)We conduct several experiments on three different datasets, and our proposed 

method achieves significant improvements than other state-of-the-art baselines. 

2 Related Work 

Using data analysis in legal judgments has attracted the attention of legal researchers 

in the 1950s. Early work focused on the use of mathematical and statistical algorithms 

to analyze legal cases in specific scenarios, such as Kort predicted the Supreme 
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Court's decision mathematically and made a quantitative analysis of “lawyer's rights” 

cases [2]. Ulmer used rule-based method to analyze legal fact data, and assist judges 

to tease case evidences [3]. Nagel counted a number of legal variables to serve judges, 

and helped the public to seek legal aid [4]. Keown carried on the legal forecast re-

search based on the mathematical model [5]. Ringquist and Emmert studied judicial 

decisions by taking environmental civil action as an example [6]. Lauderdale and 

Clark applied the substantive similarity information between cases to estimate differ-

ent substantive legal issues and long-term judicial preferences [7]. 

With the development of machine learning and text mining technology, more and 

more researchers have explored legal judgment tasks based on text classification 

framework. Most of these researches extract features from legal text [8-11] or case 

profiles [12]. Obviously, using the shallow text features and human design factors, it 

not only costs numerous labors but also has the poor generalization ability in cross-

scenario applications. 

In recent years, the neural network model has achieved excellent results in text 

classification tasks. Collobert used convolution filters to process text sequences in 

sliding windows, and utilized max-pooling to capture effective local features [13]. 

Kalchbrenner proposed a dynamic convolution neural network, which uses dynamic 

k-max pool operation to model sentences semantically [14]. Lei proposed a new fea-

ture mapping operator to generate discontinuous n-gram features for processing text 

data better [15]. Wang used a large number of classification knowledge base to en-

hance the model performance [16]. Johnson directly applied CNN to high-

dimensional text data and proposed a variable of bag-of-words conversion in convolu-

tion layer to improve the accuracy of text classification [17]. Zhang conducted an 

empirical study on text classification using character level convolution network, 

providing a reference for scholars who later used character level convolution neural 

network [18]. Xiao proposed a neural network architecture, which uses convolution 

and cyclic layer to encode input character effectively, and can achieve better perfor-

mance through fewer parameters compared with the above convolution model [19].  

Inspired by the successful application of neural networks in natural language pro-

cessing tasks, Kim tried to combine the neural network model with legal knowledge 

to conduct legal judgments prediction [20]. Luo proposed a neural network based on 

the attention mechanism, which incorporated law articles to the charge prediction task 

[21]. Hu attempted to use ten legal discriminant attributes to predict confusing charg-

es [22]. The above studies all use criminal law cases as experimental datasets. Ye 

used the seq2seq model to generate interpretable court opinions based on the case 

facts and charge prediction in civil legal documents [23]. For the task of law article 

prediction, Liu designed a text mining based method, which allows the general public 

to use everyday vocabulary to describe their problems and find pertinent law articles 

for their cases [24]. Liu employed techniques of instance-based classification and 

introspective learning for the law article classification task [25].  

At present, most of the studies on legal judgments focus on charge prediction, but 

few on the law article prediction. In addition, the existing researches mainly concerns 

on the shallow textual features and classification framework, lack of in-depth data 

analysis and application of law article content. Based on this, we focused on improv-
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ing the method from two aspects: the influence of numerical data on the law article 

prediction and the acquisition of long-distance dependencies in legal texts. 

3 Data Discretization 

In this section, we propose a data discretization method which jointly applies case 

facts and criminal law articles. The used experimental dataset include the criminal 

case facts and the law articles. Criminal cases mostly contain numerical data, such as 

the money of theft, the weight of drug smuggling, the age of the plaintiff, and so on, 

there are obvious differences of the number in the case facts corresponding to the 

different law article. Therefore, we construct the data discretization pattern, and re-

place the original numerical content with the corresponding interval labels, which 

enable the model to recognize the specific meaning of numerical data of the different 

sizes. In the relevant legal interpretations, the amount of money is usually divided into 

more specific intervals, as shown in Figure 2. 

In accordance with the provisions of Article 264 of the Criminal Law and the current level of economic development and 

social security, the Supreme Law, the Supreme Procuratorate and the Ministry of Public Security stipulate the following 

criteria for determining the amount of theft:

1. The amount of personal theft of public and private property is relatively large, starting from 500 to 2000 yuan.

2. The amount of personal theft of public and private property is huge, starting from 5,000 to 20,000 yuan.

3. The amount of personal theft of public and private property is particularly huge, starting from 30,000 to 100,000 yuan.
 

Fig. 2. Examples of money interval in legal interpretation. 

Among them, there are money number interval labels such as “relatively large”, 

“huge” and “particularly huge”. Judgment results of different money intervals are 

quite different, and the machine cannot directly acquire its specific meaning in the 

process of learning, such as money, age, etc. Hence, we combine the judgments char-

acteristics and experimental requirement to preprocess the data, as shown below. 

Money interval division. After analyzing of the case facts, we divided the 

amount of money in judgments into 24 sections, such as money_level_1: “0-1000 

yuan”... Money_level_24: “More than 5000000 yuan”. The partition process and re-

sults are shown in Figure 3, in which the legal provisions in the text box are related to 

money regulations, some of which are omitted. 

敲诈勒索公私财物“数额较大”：以一千元至三千元为起点；

敲诈勒索公私财物“数额巨大”：以一万元至三万元为起点。

Extortion of public and private property "in large amounts", starting 

from 1,000 to 3,000 yuan;

Extortion of public and private property is "huge", starting from 

10,000 to 30,000 yuan.
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行贿情形严重：

行贿数额在十万元以上不满二十万元；行

贿数额在五十万元以上不满一百万元。

情节特别严重：

行贿数额在一百万元以上的；造成直接经

济损失五百万元以上。

The situation of bribery is serious: the 

amount of bribery is more than 100,000 

yuan and less than 200,000 yuan; the 

amount of bribery is more than 500,000 

yuan and less than one million yuan.

The circumstances are particularly serious: 

bribery amounts to more than one million 

yuan; direct economic losses of more than 

five million yuan.

……

盗窃情节：

入户盗窃财物价值8000元以上不满1万

元，扒窃财物价值6000元以上不满8000

元;盗窃公私财物价值7万元以上不满10

万元，入户价值4万元以上不满6万元，

扒窃财物价值3万元以上不满4万元……

Theft plot:

The value of burglary is more than 8000 

yuan, less than 10,000 yuan, the value of 

purse-cutting is more than 6,000 yuan, less 

than 8,000 yuan, the value of stolen public 

and private property is more than 70,000 

yuan, less than 100,000 yuan, the value of 

burglary is more than 40,000 yuan and less 

than 60,000 yuan, and the value of purse-

cutting is more than 30,000 yuan and less 

than 40,000 yuan.

 

Fig. 3. The result of money interval division. 
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Age interval division and name removal. According to legal provisions on the 

offenders’ age, the age-interval is divided into adults and minors with the labels 

“age_big_18” and “age_little_18” respectively. At the same time we remove names 

from legal documents, such as “Li Mou”, “Qian XX” and so on. The specific pro-

cessing flow is shown in Figure 4. 

被告人刘某某（1 7岁）盗窃价值

2300元的电动车与5500元的苹果手

机（总价值7800元），出手后购买冰

毒，并与其朋友刘某杰（16岁）、

李某某（18岁）在家中共同吸食。
The defendant Liu Mou-mou (17 

years old) stole 2300 yuan worth of 

electric cars and 5500 yuan of Apple 

mobile phone (total value 7800 yuan), 

bought methamphetamine after the 

shooting, and took it with his friends 

Liu Mou-jie (16 years old) and Li 

Mou-mou (18 years old) at home.

被 告 人 （ age_little_18 ） 盗 窃 价 值

m o n e y _ l e v e l _ 2 的 电 动 车 与

money_level_3的苹果手机（总价值

money_level_4），出手后购买冰毒，并

与 其 朋 友 （ age_little_18 ） 、

（age_big_18）在家中共同吸食。
The defendant (age_little_18) stole 

money_level_2 worth of electric cars and 

money_level_3  of Apple mobile phone 

(total value m o n e y _ l e v e l _ 4 ), bought 

methamphetamine after the shooting, and 

took it with his friends (age_little_18) and 

(age_big_18) at home.

2300元→money_level_2
5500元→money_level_3
7800元→money_level_4

17岁→ age_little_18
16岁→ age_little_18
18岁→ age_big_18

刘某某,刘某杰,李某某

original document data processed document data

money interval division

age interval division

 name removal

data discretization

 

Fig. 4. Data discretization flowchart. 

4 DPCNN Model for Law Article Prediction 

Existing researches usually fuses LSTM model to acquire long-distance dependen-

cies, such as CNN+LSTM [26]. However, the computational complexity of LSTM 

model is more than four times that of RNN, so the time complexity of LSTM fusion 

model increases dramatically. DPCNN model follows the bottom structure of CNN, 

thus it keeps low time complexity while acquiring long-distance dependencies. There-

fore, we use DPCNN model to predict law article on 1.7 million legal dataset in this 

paper. 

4.1 Bottom Structure 

DPCNN model adopts the method of text region embedding. Similar to the bottom 

structure of CNN model, we first vectorize every word in text at the input level, and 

concatenate word vectors according to the corresponding location in legal text se-

quence, finally get the word vector matrix 𝑿 for text sequence, as shown in Formula 

(1): 

 𝑿𝟏：𝒏 = 𝒙𝟏 ⊕ 𝒙𝟐 ⊕ ⋯ ⊕ 𝒙𝒏  (1) 

⊕ is the word vector connection operator. 𝒙𝒊 is the word vector of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  word in 

sentence. 𝑿𝒊:𝒊+𝒋 means 𝒙𝒊, 𝒙𝒊+𝟏, … , 𝒙𝒊+𝒋  has a total of 𝑗 + 1 word vectors. Convolution 

operations involve filter 𝑾, which is applied to ℎ word windows to generate new 

features. For example, a window on the word vector 𝑿𝒊:𝒊+𝒉−𝟏 generates feature 𝑪𝒊, as 

shown in formula (2): 

 𝑪𝒊 = 𝑓(𝑾 ⋅ 𝑿𝒊:𝒊+𝒉−𝟏 + 𝑏) (2) 
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𝑏 is a bias term and 𝑓 is a non-linear function. Apply max-pooling operation to select 

maximum features 𝑪𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑪𝒊} , Dropout is used to prevent over-fitting. Give 

𝒁 = [𝑪𝟏, 𝑪𝟐, … , 𝑪𝒎]  with assuming that there are 𝑚 filters, the formula for calculat-

ing final feature vector 𝒚 is shown in formula (3). Among them, 𝒁 denotes the feature 

set of 𝑚 filters, ∘ denotes the multiplication operation by elements, and 𝒓 denotes the 

mask vector. 

 𝒚 = 𝑾 ⋅ (𝒁 ∘ 𝒓) + 𝑏 (3) 

4.2 Long Distance Dependence 

DPCNN model use two-level equal-length convolution and maximum pooling, and 

perform maximum pooling after each convolution, where 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 3 and 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑑 = 2. In 

this model the length of the output sequence is half as long as before, hence, the legal 

text fragments that the model can perceive are twice as large as before, as illustrated 

in Figure 5. Before pooling, the model can perceive the information of position length 

is 3. After 1/2 pooling layer, it can perceive information about 6 position length. 

Therefore, repeated execution of the convolution pooling cycle block can capture the 

long-distance dependencies for legal texts. 

被告 颜某 秘密 盗走 谢某 人民币 Money_level_3 元

embeding sequence

conv:size=3（3gram）

powerful embeding sequence

½ pooling

½ embeding sequence

conv:size=3 (6gram)

½ powerful embeding sequence

整

The defendant Yan Mou secretly stole Xie Mou RMB Money_level_3

PAD PAD

PAD

PAD

PAD

 

Fig. 5. Example of acquiring long-distance dependency. 

4.3 Model Structure 

As illustrated in Figure 6, the input and output of this model are the legal texts and the 

adaptable law article numbers respectively. Firstly, we preprocess legal texts with 

numerical data discretization and name removal and conduct text region embedding. 

Next, after two convolution layers are processed, block is recycled four times for 

down sampling, which includes the convolution and maximum pooling operations of 

size 3 and step 2. Then, we use the maximum pooling operation to aggregate the rep-

resentation of each document into a vector, and output the prediction number of the 

law article through the full connection layer. Here, the illustration within the shaded 

box is an implementation process of one convolution pool block. 
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3 conv, filters:256

3 conv, filters:256

Pooling, /2

3 conv, filters:256

3 conv, filters:256

Pooling, /2

3 conv, filters:256

3 conv, filters:256

…

…

…

…

Block 4

Block 2

Block 1

…

legal text

data discretization

money_level_n

age_big(little)_18

X1 X2 X3 X4 Xn…  region embedding

downsampling

…

pooling fully connected article prediction

263
264

269

…

legal text

max-pooling

Computation per layer is 

halved after every pooling

 

Fig. 6. The architecture of DPCNN. 

5 Experiments 

5.1 Dataset Collection 

Since there is still no open available datasets for law article prediction at present, we 

collect three experimental datasets on the basis of “CAIL2018” from different per-

spectives, including CAIL2018-L, CAIL2018-H and CAIL2018-S. CAIL2018-L da-

taset consists of all charges and law articles cases, which is a typical category imbal-

ance dataset including some fewer charges, such as “smuggle nuclear materials” and 

“unknown sources of huge property”. In addition, we removed some low-frequency 

law articles cases and constructed CAIL2018-H dataset, which can verify the predic-

tion model on the category relative balance dataset. Furthermore, CAIL2018-S dataset 

including 196,231 cases that randomly selected from CAIL2018-L dataset is built to 

test the learning effect of the model on small-scale datasets, as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Statistics of datasets. 

Datasets CAIL2018-L CAIL2018-H CAIL2018-S 

Number of cases 1710856 1477184 196231 

Classification of articles 183 62 183 

Training set 1645840 1421921 146592 

Dev set 32508 27632 24821 

Test set 32508 27631 24818 

5.2 Experimental Results 

In this experiment we use common evaluation indexes in text classification field: 

accuracy (P), recall rate (R) and 𝐹1𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜. The final effect was evaluated by scoring, 

which fused 𝐹1𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 and 𝐹1𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜. The exact process is shown in formula (4). 

 𝑆 =
𝐹1𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜+𝐹1𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜

2
× 100 (4) 

Table 2. Comparison on the experimental results of models. 

Datasets Methods P R 𝑭𝟏𝒎𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒐 S 

CAIL2018-L 

SVM 0.751 0.763 0.695 72.598 

FastText 0.833 0.837 0.792 81.350 

HAN 0.864 0.869 0.821 84.375 

TextCNN 0.885 0.872 0.837 85.773 

TextRNN 0.846 0.836 0.808 82.449 

DPCNN 0.891 0.897 0.842 86.799 

CNN fusion 0.902 0.897 0.854 87.675 

*DPCNN fusion 0.913 0.906 0.866 88.526 

CAIL2018-H 

SVM 0.773 0.762 0.705 73.623 

FastText 0.872 0.876 0.823 84.850 

HAN 0.893 0.882 0.838 86.273 

TextCNN 0.896 0.901 0.857 87.775 

TextRNN 0.883 0.862 0.825 84.869 

DPCNN 0.917 0.904 0.865 88.773 

TextCNN fusion 0.924 0.908 0.873 89.447 

*DPCNN fusion 0.931 0.922 0.894 91.325 

CAIL2018-S 

SVM 0.713 0.706 0.651 68.024 

FastText 0.795 0.792 0.769 78.125 

HAN 0.836 0.823 0.777 80.322 

TextCNN 0.852 0.847 0.798 82.375 

TextRNN 0.801 0.794 0.765 78.124 

DPCNN 0.873 0.878 0.804 83.975 

TextCNN fusion 0.879 0.884 0.819 85.025 

*DPCNN fusion 0.903 0.894 0.821 85.974 

As few of the existing studies involve the task of law article prediction, it is impossi-

ble to compare with the recent popular models. For experimental comparison, we use 
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six common models of text classification: SVM, FastText, HAN, TextCNN, Tex-

tRNN and DPCNN. In order to fuse the slight difference of law article categories in 

this task, we add model fusion and threshold filtering to TextCNN and DPCNN. The 

experimental results are shown in Table 2. “*” denotes the best model, the roughened 

numbers represent the best results. 

From Table 2, it can be seen that DPCNN model achieves the best results com-

pared to all single models in three datasets. The operation of model fusion and thresh-

old filtering further improves the results of law article prediction. The experiments in 

CAIL2018-H dataset significantly outperform other experiments, which show the 

imbalance of dataset has an important effect on the proposed model. 

5.3 Ablation Test 

In order to further illustrate the importance of our works to law article prediction, we 

design ablation test to investigate the effectiveness of these processing modules. 

DPCNN fusion model and TextCNN model were used to test on CAIL2018-H dataset 

respectively, and the following processes were eliminated one by one about “remove 

name”, “age interval division”, “money interval division”, “model fusion” and 

“threshold filtering”. The compared results of the experiments are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Ablation test results. 

Models DPCNN Fusion TextCNN 

Evaluation Metrics P R 𝐹1𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 P R 𝐹1𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 

all 0.931 0.922 0.894 0.896 0.901 0.857 

w/o “remove name” 0.929 0.917 0.889 0.894 0.897 0.849 

w/o “age interval division” 0.927 0.915 0.885 0.891 0.889 0.837 

w/o “money interval division” 0.921 0.906 0.877 0.876 0.864 0.823 

w/o “model fusion” 0.904 0.873 0.856 — — — 

w/o “threshold filtering” 0.895 0.861 0.842 — — — 

Among them, “w/o” represents the removal process, and “-” means exclusion, “all” 

denotes all included operations. From Table 3, it can be seen that when DPCNN fu-

sion model removes the “money interval division”, the three evaluation indexes de-

crease significantly, but the removal processes of “age interval division” and “remove 

name” have little influence on the experimental results. The operations of “model 

fusion” and “threshold filtering” have a stable effect on improving the experimental 

results. Compared to the ablation test results of DPCNN fusion model, the change 

range of the index of “remove name” and “age interval division” on TextCNN model 

are a little increased, and the process of “money interval division” is more obvious, 

which shows the fusion of the different models can effectively make up the deficien-

cies of acquiring knowledge of one model. Therefore, for law article prediction task, 

the proposed data discrete processing, model fusion and threshold filtering operations 

play irreplaceable roles on improving task performance. 
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5.4 Ablation Analysis 

The ablation test dataset of CAIL2018-H include 62 categories of law articles, which 

only contains numbers in part of the case facts and leads to little changes in ablation 

test results. To this end, we further extract the cases with article 264 (theft) and article 

384 (embezzlement of public funds) to form a comparative dataset, and verify the role 

of the “money interval division” processing in law article prediction. 

Example case analysis: it can be showed in figure 7, the corresponding cases of ar-

ticles 264 and articles 384 are confused, the reason for that is the both cases facts 

contain the similar keywords such as “defendant”, “deceived”, “repay”, “yuan”. 

264“盗窃罪”案例：

被告人钱某以找人帮忙还信用卡债务为由，骗走被害人林某某70

00元人民币。二、被告人钱某趁人不备，骗取手机一部，现金10

00元、身份证一张，现尚未追回。被告人钱某以借打手机为由，

骗取被害人王某手机一部（经鉴定价值2910元），现尚未追回。
264 "Theft" Case: 

The defendant Qian Mou cheated the victim Lin Mou 7,000 RMB on 

the ground of seeking help to repay credit card debt. 2. The defendant 

Qian Mou cheated a mobile phone, cash 1000 yuan and ID card while 

others were not ready, and has not yet recovered it. The defendant 

Qian Mou cheated the victim Wang Mou's mobile phone (valued 2910 

yuan after appraisal) on the ground of using mobile phone, but it has 

not been recovered.

384“挪用公款罪”案例：
一、被告人张某虚构征用被告人所在居委会土地，骗取汪

某2投资款417万元，后用于个人偿还债务。二、被告人张

某征地补偿款872739元擅自挪用，被告人张某以非法占有
为目的，虚构事实骗取他人财物，数额特别巨大。
384 Cases of Misappropriation of Public Funds:

1 .the defendant Zhang Mou fabricated expropriation of the 

residential committee’s land where the defendant was located, 

defrauded Wang Mou 2 of the investment of 4.17 million yuan, 

and then used it for personal debt repayment. 2. The defendant 

Zhang Mou appropriated 872739 yuan of land expropriation 

compensation without authorization. The defendant Zhang Mou, 

for the purpose of illegal possession, deceived others by 

fabricating facts, and the amount was especially huge.

similarity

264“盗窃罪”案例：
被告人钱某以找人帮忙还信用卡债务为由，骗走被害人林某某

money_level_3人民币。二、被告人钱某趁人不备，骗取手机一

部，现金money_level_1、身份证一张，现尚未追回。被告人钱

某以借打手机为由，骗取被害人王某手机一部（经鉴定价值mo

ney_level_2），现尚未追回。
264 "Theft" Case: 

The defendant Qian Mou cheated the victim Lin Mou 

money_level_3 on the ground of seeking help to repay credit card 

debt. 2. The defendant Qian Mou cheated a mobile phone, cash 

money_level_1 and ID card while others were not ready, and has 

not yet recovered it. The defendant Qian Mou cheated the victim 

Wang Mou's mobile phone (valued money_level_2 after appraisal) 

on the ground of using mobile phone, but it has not been recovered.

384“挪用公款罪”案例：
一、被告人张某虚构征用被告人所在居委会土地，骗取汪某

2投资款money_level _ 2 3 ，后用于个人偿还债务。二、被告

人张某征地补偿款money_level_19擅自挪用，被告人张某以
非法占有为目的，虚构事实骗取他人财物，数额特别巨大。
384 Cases of Misappropriation of Public Funds:

First, the defendant Zhang Mou fabricated expropriation of the 

residential committee’s land where the defendant was located, 

defrauded Wang Mou 2 of the investment of money_level_23 , 

and then used it for personal debt repayment. 2. The defendant 

Zhang Mou appropriated money_level_19 of land expropriation 

compensation without authorization. The defendant Zhang Mou, 

for the purpose of illegal possession, deceived others by 

fabricating facts, and the amount was especially huge.

money label characteristics
increase differentiation

  

Fig. 7. Confusion case comparison. 

For the confusing cases in figure 7, there is no better way to deal with the key features 

such as “defendant”, or “repay”, and direct deletion or substitution will lead to confu-

sion with the facts of other similar law article. In view of the model cannot directly 

identify the numerical meanings of money, we use the operation of "money interval 

division", and replace money numbers with money labels. This preprocessing increas-

es the distinctions between the different law articles, and effectively improves the 

performance of law article prediction for the confusing cases. The experiments fully 

verify the effect of numerical data discretization on law article prediction. 

6 Summary 

According to the requirement of law article prediction, we start from the characteris-

tics of legal judgments and the challenges summarized in relevant research, and pro-

pose law article prediction method of applying data discretization to DPCNN. By 

applying numerical data discretization, model fusion, threshold filtering and other 

operations, the difficulties of law article prediction is solved to a certain extent, and 

the overall performance of law article prediction model is improved.  
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The experimental results show that this method can address some problems in the 

law article prediction, but the research still needs further improvement. In future, we 

will explore the following directions:  

(1) In this work, we didn’t introduce interpretability into the process of law article 

prediction, while it is usually necessary in judicial services. Thus, it is challenging to 

handle this specific need of legal judgment prediction. 

 (2) Our proposed prediction model is not well integrated with the process of man-

ual decision, and lacks the reasoning ability in the legal judgment. Therefore, how to 

better solve the above problems is the focus of our next study. 
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